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PREFACE
While it may be true that no two countries face Identical difficulties
in their industrialization process, it is also time that countries at a
similar developmental stage face difficulties of much the same kind and,
being subjected to much the same economic forces, often find themselves in
very similar situations.
Therefore, in what follows, no attempt is made to present a photo¬
graphic picture of any particular West African countries nor to analyze
the obstacles to industrialization under capitalism existing in specific
geographic areas. It is rather the purpose of this study to identify
what we consider to be the essential elements of the matter, and to
assemble as it were, the bare skeleton of the issue without concern for
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Problem*—^The purpose of this study is to reveal some basic economic
problems which confront the countries of West Africa in their effort to
obtain higher standards of living as seen in high industrialized countries
like the United States, Soviet Union, et cetera. Although the countries
of West Africa are rich in human and natural resources and have excellent
growth potential, there is a decided question as to the most effective way
to promote development of their resources from subsistence economies to
industrialized ones.
Scope of study.—In this work we are concerned, first with the
reasons West Africa is far behind other countries of the world in economic
development. Secondly, we are examing varioiis methods now applied by
countries of West Africa to solve their economic problems. Lastly, we
weigh the significance of foreign investment and capital and domestic
savings and investment as a means of development. Accompanying this will
be a discussion of the role of governments to bring about industrialization
and thereby give the people higher standards of living.
Significance of study.—The desire for political independence in West
Africa y^hich must accompany in large degrees economic independence to make
it meaningful, needs to be scrutinized. In addition, this study should
provide some useful information and create interest for those who might
wish to do further study on the economic developnent of Vfest Africa. The
attraction of West Africa to big industrial countries because of its huge
natural resources and because of the new spirit of nationalism, which brings
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about the development of new independent states in West Africa deserve
similar study. Together these yrill encourage broader understanding and in¬
terpretation of West Africa’s culture as well as its political and economic
conditions. The reasons West Africa is falling behind other countries in
economic growth needs to be determined as a possible means of stimulating
progress toward economic independence without chaos. Too, this study should
present the basic beliefs, attitudes, and strivings of the West African
people in their quest for a solution of their own problems.
Procedure.—In this study an attempt is being made to determine how
\inderdeveloped countries like West Africa achieve economic growth. In
order to do this successfully, a brief historical background of the people
including their climate, their ideas of land, their social activities, and
their methods of satisfying their needs and wants have been undertaken.
The obstacles to economic growth of the area are also appraised. Moreover,
the role of foreign capital and of West African governments in developing
this area toward economic independence have been noted in this study.
Materials.—The data used in this study are obtained from the following
books and publications; Batten, T. R., Problems of African Development;
Fitzgerald, Walter, Africa; A Social, Economic and Political Geography of
Its Major Regions. New York; E. P. Dulton and Company, 1933j Kindleberger,
C. P. and Harris, Seymour E., Economic Developmentj Hance, W. A., Africa
Economic Developnent; Hoselitz, B. F., The Progress of Underdeveloped Areas?
Staley, Eugene, The Future of Underdeveloped Countriesj Frankel, Herbert,
The Economic Impact on Under-Developed Societiesj The United States and
Africa; The American Assembly. Columbia University, June, 1938j United
Nations Department of Economics Affairs; Non-Ferrous Metals in Under-
Developed Countries, New York, 1952. Some materials published by the
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governments of Liberia, Ghana, and Nigeria on their economic status are;
United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs. Scope and
Structure of Money Economics in Tropical Afiuca, New York, 1955J The Embassy
of Liberia, Liberia Today, Washington, D. C., May, 1959.
In addition to these sources of information, the writer acquired
knowledge through classroom discussions in such courses as Problems of Labor
Relations, Industrial Management, and Economic Development. The writer
being a native bom of West Africa who lived and traveled in many parts of
this area has also some firsthand information used in this study which might




Climate.—The continent of Africa is the most tropical of the con¬
tinents; its latitudinal extent is traversed approximately midway by the
equator, so that the northern and southern extremities, in Tunisia and
the Cape Province respectively, are between 2400 and 2600 miles from the
equatorial line. The climate varies with amount of rainfall from over
one hundred inches on the one hand to continuous drought on the other,
but with great heat as a common factor of all, determine the three most
characteristic vegetation zones of Africa, namely, tropical rain forest,
tropical grass-land or Savanna and hot desert. The difference- in climate
which divides one from another cannot be too strongly emphasized. In this
continent where relief is not strongly accentuated and where there is an
absence of great mountain barriers comparable to those of Eurasia there is
a general tendency for the gradual, almost imperceptible, mergence of the
climatic or vegetational characteristics of one zone into those of its
neighbor.
West Africa, which the writer intends to explore throughout this work,
consists of colonies of British, Prance and Portugal and the three inde¬
pendent countries of Liberia, Ghana and Guinea.
West Africa is hot and for the most part low-lying and malarial. Its
climate renders it unsuitable for the white settlement, and before com¬
paratively recent advances in medical knowledge the death rate among
^Walter Fitzgerald, Africa: A Social. Economic and Political Geog¬




European officials and traders was very high. European and Asian residents
are traders or government officials who nearly all Intend, sooner or later,
to retire to their ovni countries. Although the Europeans did not settle
in West Africa, they came into contact with it more than with East Africa,
and took much greater interest in it because of its rich natural resources
and the Africans, as slaves, could be used in their economic developments.
They sought gold, ivory, and spices, and as an additional strong incentive,
a sea route for the rich Indian trade.^
Land and people.—Some countries are richer than others and some
people are actually or potentially wealthier than others because the land
they occupy has certain advantages denied to other lands such as fertile
soil, good conditions of climate, and large stores of useful minerals under¬
ground. Difference of wealth among many may also be due to other factors
such as the degree of knowledge, skill, and energy of the people in using
the resources the land provides.
The people of West Africa are poor compared with the nations of
Western Europe and North America largely because of the last reasons given
above. Their lands have great potential resources but they possess less
skill and energy to be applied to their development. In order to attain
high standards of living and social services comparable with those in
Europe and America, Africans must overcome the initial disadvantage by
greater application of knowledge, skill and effort.
Labor can be applied to turn the resources of the land into wealth.
The farmers could produce crops, cattle, sheep, and goats; the fishermen
could catch fish in rivers, lakes, and oceans; and the miners could dig
^T. R. Batten, Problems of African Development (London, 194V), p. 3«
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out the minerals from the rocks beneath the soil, all of which could be
produced in large quantities for both domestic and foreign consumption.
There is a second phase which is urgently needed and in which the people
of West Africa are far behind other countries of the world and that is
manufacturing. This manufacturing stage of development has been treated
in Chapter 3 of this study under the broad topic of Obstacles to Industrial
Development.
The ideas which men hold about the land on which they live depend
largely on the kind of use they are able to make of it and the tenure or
right under which the land is used therefore differs from one community to
another.^ But in Africa, as far as I know, this statement is not true in
all cases. It is possible to distinguish some ideas about land which are
common to nearly every society which has not yet been greatly subjected to
Western sense of individual ownership. An individual may have the use of
a particular farm. His rights in it, and what he can do with it are
limited by other rights over the same land held by the members of his
family, clan, or tribe. Where village sites are permanent, the land
boundaries of each family are recognized and land passes by inheritance.
But even in such cases, group-heads, acting (chiefs), acting on behalf of
the community still retain the right to allocate unoccupied lands, and to
re-allocate land formerly allotted if it is no longer used.
This situation is modified in many countries in West Africa by the
development of strong central governments ruling over large areas, as in
Liberia, Ghana, Northern Nigeria and many others. Here the central
authority is strong enough to take over from smaller groups their
^William Hance, Africa Economic Development (New York, 1958), p. 35.
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traditional function of allocating land.^
Before white people came to Africa with a conception of landholding,
land was considered and is still considered by most Africans in much the
same way as people think of sunshine and air. It had no price and was
not for sale. But the European idea of land being property owned by in¬
dividuals who can sell it or mortgage it and lease it as he pleases,
brings with it some evils. The ownership of land concept gives few persons
more land while a majority are without land. For instance, in some parts
of West Africa the European gives legal rights of land to those persons
who were responsible for the allocation of land in African communities over
which, according to African custom, they had only the rights of caretakers.
The concentration of land in the hands of a few landlords who receive
rent from the land, which revenue is not used to benefit the people as a
whole in any way, hinders the economic development of West Africa. To
this end, the land will be put at its best use for benefit of the people
if the government were to take over the land. It is difficult to Imagine
life in a country in which all the land is held by individuals and kept
by them for their exclusive use. The land taken by governments could be
used to build roads, schools, hospitals, government owned industries and
buildings where the business of governments can be carried on.
For these and for many other purposes essential to the well being of
any modern community, the central government must be able to take land
wherever it may be required, if it is to satisfy the lawful and proper
needs of its members. This right must be subject to the payment of proper
compensation to those persons whose land rights have to be sacrificed to
the common need. But no system of land rights can be accounted good
^Ibid.
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which does not aclcnowledge the superior rights of the essential needs of
the people as a whole.^
Agriculture Development
Traditional agriculture method.—We have discussed one of many aspects
of the relation between the people and their land. Now we turn to land
from an agricultural standpoint - the production of food. Traditional
Africian agriculture, like land, developed under the same principle in which
land was plentiful. A patch of woodland or forest, sown and harvested year
by year until decreasing yields showed that the land was losing its fertil¬
ity, and then without difficulty moved into another area and cleared new
tracts. The intervals between such moves varied according to local condi-
tions of soil and climate, three or four years being most common. The
interval before the old farmland is again also varied. It would be rested
long enough for the land to regain its fertility, a process that might take
anywhere from five to tvrenty years. During this time shrubs and trees were
able to re-establish themselves on the deserted farms, and this is all the
easier because at the time of the original clearing, when the trees were cut
down down, they were usually not uprooted. Llanuring is unnecessary, and is
usually limited to the burning of the wood cut during the clearing operations
and digging in of the resulting ash.
Under traditional system, men, women, and children all have their tasks.
The men cut trees and clear the farms while the women are usually responsible
for routine work of hoeing and vreeding. When the women planted the seeds,
the children watched to prevent the birds from picking up the seeds.
R. Batten, Problems of African Development, Vol. I (London, 1953) >
p. 20.
2
Personal experience with Kru and Greebo Tribes in Liberia.
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Customs, however, varied considerably. In some tribes both sexes shared
in the work of planting the seeds• In other areas men assisted women with
this work only at times of special urgency. There is another point of im¬
portance and that is that all farming operations were closely connected with
political authority and with religion. It is almost universally believed
that the fertility of the land and the coming of rain in the right quantities
and the right times depended on the spirits of the tribal ancestors.^ Their
goodvfill could only be assured by the performance of the proper ceremonies
by the chief acting on behalf of his people. The conditions v/hich are being
described have been affected by the introduction of a money economy.
Shifting cultivation was developed as a system of subsistence farming, the
growing of crops for food. The European have now provided markets for cash
crops in large quantities such as peanuts, cocoa, cotton, and coffee, to
mention but a few of the most important. Africans are encouraged to grow
such crops for sale, partly by the insistence of the colonial governments on
the payment of taxes in money, and partly by the importation into Africa of
various kinds of cheap manufactured goods greatly desired by Africans.^
These, of course, Africans could also obtain if they first get money. This
double reason for money-making has acted very strongly in modifying tradi¬
tional ideas about the purpose of farming. The African peasant is now
interested not only in growing food for himself and his family, but in
cultivating additional ground in order to produce crops that can be sold.
Transportation and Commvinication
The material or physical development of Africa is largely dependent
upon its transportation and communication facilities. There is a tendency
^T. R. Batten, op. cit., p.
Eugene Staley, The Future of Underdeveloped Countries (New York, 19$h),
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for the people in the United States or any other highly developed country
to take transportation for granted. They have available well developed
road, rail, air, and waterway systems which offer a choice of routes and of
modes of transport. Service is usually regular and is interrupted only by
major storms and floods. They therefore, forget the tremendous significance
of transportation not only in economic life but in making possible social
and political intercourse. These must be viewed with an entirely different
outlook when one is approaching African transportation problems. There are
vast areas without any regular service, while it would be difficult to claim
that any region is adequately served. A few illustrations will show the
great povrer of improved transport to quicken the economic pulse region. It
took the writer a week to travel from Sinoe County to Monrovia by canoe and
thirty minutes by air vray. Before construction of the Dahomey rail line,
carriage of goods from Cotonou to Niamey required seventy days by hmnan
porterage. TiThen the line reached Parakou in 193U, the time was reduced to
three hours
Social Structure
Tribe.—In order to understand and to appreciate people, it is proper to
know and to study their way of life. For the way of life of any people in
any time and place is built out of past customs adapted to the present cir¬
cumstances and needs.
The people of West Africa are different in cultures, language and
customs, yet they have some things in common; namely, tribe, clan, and family,
and they hold or belong in each one of these groups. The tribe is composed
of a large community or communities or states comparable in size and strength
William A. Hance, African Economic Development (New York, 1958), p. 86.
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to those of Europe before the industrial revolution. The people who con¬
stitute a tribe are joined or linked by language and customs and also
relitious beliefs. Some tribes live by farming and others by raising cattle
or both. Among those who raise cattle, cattle are the center of their life
and of their values. For example, a man's status is measured by the size
of his herd, and he takes pride in the number and appearance of his cattle
which enters into every major exchange. A man must have cattle to become a
ranking citizen and to perform his proper social role. Among these groups,
the very privilege or right of marrying depends upon the herd, for to have
a wife one must pay cattle.^
The second group of tribes is the agricultiural group. Just as the
cattle raising group obtain their sustenance from cattle, so do farmers;
they plant small gardens by means of the hoe. To have use of land is a
central consideration of all farmers.
The Africans believe in the worship of ancestors. They believe that
the world where the spirits dwell is very much as it is upon earth. The
dead man joins his kinsmen who have preceded him, but he does not sever his
kinship ties with the living; and failure to act in accordance with his
instructions can only reap evil. This idea of ancestor worship is by and
large true in West Africa. As the coffin is covered the mourners will say;
You are leaving us today; we have fired guns; we have given
you sheep; we have performed your funeral. Do not let any of
us fall ill. Let us get money to pay the expenses of your
funeral. Let the women bear children. Life to all of us. Life
to the Chief.2
Clan.—The clan is a sub-division of the tribe; it consists of many
^Personal experience among Kjtu, Bassa, and Greebo tribes in Liberia.
^The United States and Africa; The American Assembly (Columbia Uni-
versity, June, 195d), P» 170^
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families of the same tribes and can trace its origin back to collateral
relatives. The clan is presided over by a clan chief who is usually the
town chief of the largest town ivithin the clan area.
Family.—The basic unit of tribal society is the household, consisting
of a husband, his wife or wives, their children, and dependent relatives.
Individual households of brothers and married sons are grouped into families
usually headed by the father, if still vigorous, or the eldest brother.
CtlAPTER III
OBSTACLES TO INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Inadequate transportation and coninunication systems are among the
major handicaps to economic development in '.fest Africa, This inadequacy
of transportation system not only restricts movement of people from coming
in contact with one another but also makes it impossible for the distri¬
bution of farm products from the area where it is produced in large quanti¬
ties to the area where it is most desired.
The governments of YiTest Africa must undertake public utilities projects
such as power facilities, water supplies, roads, railways, ports and tele¬
communication as an essential step to economic developnent and constitute a
major part of the development program. This was vrell brought out in the
report of the International Bank survey mission to Gualermala, The inadeqiiacy
of transportation system is probably the greatest single barrier to develop¬
ment, and recommends the adoption of a basic national plan for highway
development and maintenance, the expansion of domestic airlines to serve
isolated areas, and the establishment of a non-political public utilities
commission to regulate rates and services for all forms of transport,^
Available Raw Materials
The countries of '#est Africa with no exception are rich with natural
resources which if developed in the interest of the people would bring
their standard of living up to the level of the standard of living enjoyed
by other developed countries of the world. But on the contrary, the raw
herald M, Meier and Robert E, Baldwin, Economic Development, Theory
History, Policy (New York, 1957), P* 37U.
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materials have been exported to the Western world by the owners of capital
living in the African countries and their people who desperately needed to
be developed remained in poverty. Under the conditions in which the raw
materials have been developed for export purposes and the finished products
associated with high process are imported back to Africa, we cannot see how
West Africa will ever reach the point of development. The raw materials
development in Africa means foreign ownership and foreign management.
Foreign owners are engaged in shipping away the "riches"! of the West African
countries for the use of industrialized coimtries abroad and little or
nothing left for the development of the countries.
The economic development in which the production of one or few materials
for export advances far out of step with the country's general economic
development, is not likely to be successful.^ Also, it is almost sure in
these days to lead to political troubles which will adversely affect both
the interest of the local people and the security of foreign investments.
In the first place, "lopsided" development tends to bring about in¬
equalities in the distribution of privileges and means to power, wealth,
education, opportunities, organizing experience, and so on. Only a few
people benefit enormously. They are part owners, influential politicians,
or even vfhere the operating company gives its employees opportimities not
available to others in the community. The masses of the people go on as
before, except for one important thing. The ease of communication and
transportation guarantee that the commimity vj-ill soon be infiltrated with
modenri ideas and brought in touch with mass political movements, leading
Eugene Staley, op. cit., p. 136.
^Ibid., p. 138.
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to nationalist self-assertion and to demands for economic and social
justice.^
The creation of an industrial society in part, in the form of mines or
plantations producing for export, brings together a group of vforkers who may
font! the basis of a class-conscious "proletariat." But the balancing or
moderating middle-class group that is also a feature of a complete modern
industrial society is lacking. A country where there has been little develop¬
ment, except in a few raw materials for export, is exposed to the instability
of raw materials demand in depressions originating in industrial countries,
and to technological changes such as the introduction of substitute
2
materials and synthetics. These economic hazards greatly increase the
political risks. When economic disaster strikes, blame falls on the
foreign firms and the nation they represent. Lopsided development does not
create a good economic base for stable, democratic government. It provides
no large group of self-reliant, independent merchants, progressive and
prosperous farmers, or skilled workmen and managers-people who feel that they
have a good chance to get ahead, who have a stake in orderly progress, and
who also have the education and social skills to be effective politically in
other ways than as members of a shouting mob.-'
At the same time, because of the huge government revenues that may be
derived from the export of raw materials, there are likely to be high





poor atmosphere in which to make progress toward the type of development
that is in the interests of the people of the country, nor does it augur
well for successful development as viewed from the United States and other
parts of the world.
The ways in which expansion of raw materials output can help an under¬
developed country's general economic development include the following:
1. Production and export of raw materials can provide a
source of foreign exchange and government revenue to pay
for imports equipment and other items needed in promoting
balanced developnent.
2. Materials development generally requires the building of
such facilities as ports, railroads, and power stations.
With proper planning, many such facilities can be so
located and designed as also to serve general development.
3. Modem methods of producing and processing raw materials
require the development of mechanical skills and skills
in business and organization among local employees, and
also among local suppliers. Providing the raw materials
developers take an enlightened attitude toward the training
of local people, give them responsibilities, and follow a
policy of carrying on as many ancillary operations as
they can locally, the experience so generated is likely
to be transferred to other local activities and thus facili¬
tate general economic growth.
U. The wage payments, local purchases of supplies, and local
payments of royalties, taxes, or dividends frcm raw
materials operations provide a flow of purchasing power
which, under proper conditions, will stimulate local
developments in manufacturing, agriculture, and commerce.
Many of the great companies engaged in international raw
materials development have adopted a long-range, en¬
lightened view of their own self-interest and of their
responsibilities not only toward employees but also
toward the communities in which they operate. In conse¬
quence, it is not at all uncommon in under-developed
countries to find that the schools, the houses, public
health, and community recreation opportunities are better
in vicinities where such firms are established than
elsewhere. Where this is the case, raw materials opera¬
tions contribute to building up the human and social re¬
sources so fundamental to general economic advancement.^
In the view of experts who have analyzed the raw materials situation
with care, countries in a position to produce basic commodities for the
^Ibid., p. 296.
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world market are likely to find it more rewarding to do so in the decades
immediately ahead. The outlook may not be bright for the producers of
every raw material; some will encounter synthetic substitutes and other
checks^ and there will be ups and downs of demand. But the raw materials
need of the free world are expanding at a rapid rate, and the general view
of experts seems to be that the trend will continue strongly upward. The
West African countries should concern themselves with the stability of this
demand. Though changes in attitudes and new techniques for controlling
booms and depressions make unlikely another such collapse of demand as that
which occurred in the 1930's, there are bound to be business fluctuations.
These will have magnified effects on the volume of raw materials purchases
and on raw materials prices.
The governments of Vest African countries would be wise to make sure
that revenues obtained from export are plowed back into a rounded program
of general development. They could make good use of the bargaining as a
result of their important raw material resources to obtain technical
assistance and capital from abroad their basic human and other resources.
Capital Deficiency
Africans are poor compared with the people of many, though not all,
other countries, and this is true even though they are now producing greater
wealth than in the times before European penetration. Too few Africans
have risen to the skilled labor class, and very few indeed to the highest
levels in it. Also, few Africans have collected any considerable capital.
To attain wealth and prosperity, an individual or nation must acquire pro¬
duction skills and efficient labor, and savings.^ Saving entails going
^Ibid.. p. 298.
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without something immediately desired for the sake of future benefits.
Yi/here men labor with skill and efficiency they produce more wealth in
a given time than do the same number of unskilled and uninterested men,
and they profit more by sharing in the extra wealth they have produced.
Vi/age-earners get higher v/ages, and farmers higher annual incomes. Men vfho
have saved capital by consuming less than they have earned can make avail¬
able in the fom of money the unconsumed vrealth of which they are the owners,
and this can be used to create new vrealth by providing labor with tools and
equipment and with food and wages before the manufactured products can be
sold. The owner of capital used in this way benefits by receiving, like
labor, a share in extra wealth which his savings have helped create.
The future prosperity or poverty of Africans in general depends in
large measure on their understanding and accepting these facts, and on their
success or failure in applying them to the conditions of their daily lives.
It may be argued, however, that at this stage Africans can do little to
help themselves for worthwhile education, which is the high road to entry
into the skilled labor class is still the privilege of a favored minority.
And how can unskilled Africans be expected to save out of their meager
incomes? These argiments are sound and they can be ansvrered by encouraging
foreign capital or investment, but foreign capital and investments cannot
relieve Africans from the responsibility of ensuring by their own efforts
pemanent gains.
The only lasting cure for African poverty lies in Africans learning to
increase their wealth by their ovm efforts.
Wealth is created by the proper use of land, labor and capital and in
Africa these are present in some way and in some degree. But little wealth
is being produced because labor for the most part is skilled only in
19
primitive crafts, and the capital available to assist production came little
more than food enough to last till the next harvest. Sometimes even that
is lacking seed for the planting season, and few hand tools for making
simple utensils, furniture and clothing. Land and labor are present. The
people could be encouraged to apply their labor to growing crops, especially
cash crops, for sale to other countries. Minerals could be obtained from
some areas. The governments could perform a useful service for the people
by directing their labor in the production of export crops that could not
otherwise be grown. These are all ways of creating the additional wealth
from which governments could obtain the revenue necessary for the work of
governing, and for the purchase of goods which can not be locally produced.
Action on these lines has the additional advantage of developing trade with
other countries.
The development of export crops and minerals, however, is of little
value unless action is also taken to transport them from their place of
origin to the sea. This involves the building of thousands of miles of
roads and railways, and the equipping of harbors with modern port facilities,
such as wharfs, storehouses, and safe, deep-water anchorages. This program
is being carried on in countries like Ghana, Liberia, and Nigeria, but it
cannot hope to be successful without foreign capital used as a catalytic
agent to stimulate the processes of domestic capital formation. Much of the
labor needed is of a skilled and highly specialized type, but most Africans
lack the knowledge for any but unskilled tasks. Africans lack capital, and
great undertakings connected vri-th transport and mines require much capital
equipment that can only be manufactured abroad. This also has to be paid
back. These charges cannot be met from the African subsistence economy and
development, therefore, has to start with the help of foreign capital. In
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other words, in the beginning railways, harbors, motor roads, laboratories,
hospitals, and so on were made possible, not by Africans consuming less
than they produced and using the resulting savings to aid further production,
but by borrowing the savings of people in other countries, and every year
pay out as interest on the borrowed capital some part of the wealth pro¬
duced with its help.^
Africa suffered, and still suffers from the disadvantage of being
backward, and of being little knovm to owners of capital in others. Capital
was therefore only freely forthcoming for projects which seemed at least
equally attractive vriLth those in newly settled countries like Australia,
2New Zealand, the United States of America, and South American Republics.
There is another factor which hinders African economic development. Annual
interest has to be paid on the money borrowed, and in the case of govern¬
ment borrowing it is at a fixed percentage agreed on at the time the loan
is made. In times of good trade export prices are high, considerable
wealth is therefore available in terms of money, government revenue reaches
a satisfactory level, and the loan charges can be met ?d.thout difficulty.
But T^hen produce prices drop, the money received by the African countries
for the same quantity and quality of exports may be less than half of the total
for good years, while interest charges have to be met at the same level as
before. The example of this is well put as follows:
In Uganda the value of domestic exports fell from 5fl2,82^,000
in 1929 to $5,93^,000 in 1931, and government revenue dropped
by nearly $900,000 from its 1929 level. Similarly in Nigeria
exports fell from $59,27U,300 to $25,6^6,000, and government
revenue by nearly $3,600,000. Debt charges remained the same,
and under these circumstances it was found necessary to spend
less on education and other social services.3




Another disadvantage of foreign indebtedness is that it may force the
debtor country to concentrate unduly on the export trade as the only means
by which it can obtain money to meet the interest owing abroad and to
neglect adequate production for local needsThis has been the case in
Africa, It seems to me that more attention needs to be given to producing
wealth for use inside Africa if African economic development is to proceed
in the best interests of the people of Africa, There is a great need for
the replacement of foreign by internal debt. This only becomes possible
when saving by governments or by private persons has taken place on a
sufficiently large scale. Only in so far as this has been achieved, and
capital used in production is owned by persons living within Africa, can
all wealth locally be kept for local purposes. Meanwhile, most of the
burden of capital expenditure remains, and draws away each year into other
countries wealth that is badly needed in West Africa, It is most desirable
to reduce this burden and to finance further development as much as possible
by internal saving. Governments of some of the richer colonies have in
Africa been able to do this by spending each year less than their revenue
and thus collecting capital for paying off foreign debts, or for assisting
new development.^
This is one road along which Africans can travel tovrards permanent
prosperity and economic independence and on this depends also their chance
of real political independence, to build up their own capital by saving, and
by learning and efficiently practicing new skills. Higher wages for private
spending must depend in the last resort on higher production. Capital for




These are economic facts which govern the lives of men in all countries,
and they cannot permanently be put aside by wishful thinking and temporary
expedients*^
It is essential that vre realize that no people aiming at true indepen¬
dence can attain it while dissociating their right to a higher standard of
living from the corresponding duty of producing the wealth that alone can
make it possible.
It is true that Africans have shared in the increased wealth which
their labor and natural resources, assisted by foreign capital, have been
able to produce, and that a large number of Africans now live at a standard,
to some extent, above that of the other subsistence economies. But these
grounds are now held to be insufficient for the satisfactory fulfillment
such as the development of the resources of West Africa for the general
benefit of all mankind and to promote to the utmost the welfare and develop¬
ment of the inhabitants. It is granted that Africans have certainly received
some economic advantagej has it been enough? How far is it represented in
a rising standard of nutrition, health and education among the mass of the
people? Has the increased production of wealth been widely spread? The
answers to these questions show that the advantages brought to Africans from
foreign capital, though real, have very definite limitations. ViThile foreign
capital has done some good, it has also done much harm in West Africa, The
foreign investors have taken for themselves too large a share of the wealth
produced, leaving too small a share for African labor and natural resources.
They have strictly limited themselves to particular areas, especially to
Herbert Frankel, The Economic Impact on Under-Developed Societies
(Massachusetts, 19^3), p. 127. ~~
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mines and European settlements, or to places where there are good possibili¬
ties of profiting from flourishing native trade, vfhile neglecting completely
the interests of large but poor areas, desperately in need of capital. In
view of these conditions outlined above, it is my deep conviction tliat the
governments of West Africa, especially the independent countries and those
v;ho are anticipating independence in the near future, should encourage
private saving and investment. Government should protect these domestic
investments from outside competition since these businesses are new and
cannot compete successfully with already well established industries abroad.
There should also be government spending and government should own more in¬
dustries, as a relief from foreign capitalj only as a short-run project.
The Governments must mdertake such projects as construction, health programs,
ediicational programs, and light and power projects.
Market Imperfection
The problem of market imperfection is indeed one of the major obstacles
that faces underdeveloped countries like TiTest African countries in their
effort to achieve economic independence. Lack of knowledge of market con¬
ditions which restrict movements of workers from one industry to another,
and lack of competitive industries in which labor can sell productive power,
are among the hindrances to economic development. These impediments to
economic growth are well described as follows:
The characteristics of underdevelopnent and backwardness
fall into place under market imperfections. Such market im¬
perfections as factor immobility, price rigidity, ignorance
of market conditions, rigid social structure, and lack of
specialization have acted as frictions and impediments, pre¬
venting the achievement of an optimum allocation of resources.
Efficiency of production has remained low, resources have
been underemployed, and employment has been misdirected.^
‘"Gerald M. Meier and Robert E. Baldwin, op. cit., p. 316.
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Market Imperfection which brings about underdevelopment and backward¬
ness and also capital deficiency, gives rise to low productivity and hence
low real income, low saving, and low investment. Lack of markets for the
products in underdeveloped countries like West Africa, governs the decisions
of the owners of capital to undertake or not to undertake investment programs
or to build plants in these countries. The fact that the people are un¬
skilled give them low money and real income and by definition, low consump¬
tion habits.
Labor
The function of labor is to change the form of an article into some¬
thing more satisfactory or desirable, or to transport it to the place where
it is most wanted. In this sense labor creates wealth. The more skilled
the labor, the more desirable the product, the greater is the amount of
wealth produced.^ Wealth is created, not by either land, nor labor, nor
capital alone, but by cooperation between all three, and absence of any of
the three factors renders all ineffective. Labor and capital, however
suitable, can produce only a small return from poor and badly eroded land.
Good land will yield less if the labor is earless and unskilled; and even
good land and skilled labor will produce little, if the necessary capital-
plant, seeds and tools are lacking. At each stage where capital and labor
are applied the result should be to increase the article's exchange value
by changing its form or place, and, if this is so, labor and capital reap
their reward from the increase.^ One of the biggest drawbacks to Africans
in their desire for greater wealth is that their labor is unskilled
^Ibid.
2t. R. Batten, op. cit.. p. 65.
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and their capltcJ. small compared with many other countries. Because of
this we remain poor, that Is, we lack the rewards which skilled labor and
capital can bring.
The labor problems In West Africa sure not only centered around these
conditions but eilso the scarcity of labor is indeed a great problem to
economic development. For example, at present, in Liberia there are an
estimated 20,000 to 30,000 Amerlco-Llberians living almost exclusively in
coastal cities or on plantations along the St. Paul River. There are about
70,000 westernized Africans and a total of about 350,000 who are involved
in the money economy,^
The scarcity of labor could also be advantageous to West Africa in
her economic development. New techniques could be introduced which woiild
result in the introduction of labor-saving machines which in turn could
produce more capital goods as well sis customer goods. As more and more
capital formation takes place and production is being speeded up, the
rate of economic growth will be much higher while the population growth
will still fall behind the standard of living. In other words, since
density of population in many parts of West Africa is very low, labor-
saving machines could be introduced on the farms and more produced for
both home and foreign consumption while population is catching up.
On the other hand, unemployment in West Africa which is due to un¬
skilled labor and the social structure, is a serious problem because it
brings about what is known as disguised unemployment. This phenomenon
of "disguised" or "concealed unemployment" frequently appears in
^ayne Taylor, United States Business Performance Abroad: The Case
Study of The Firestone Operations in Liberia; National Planning Associ¬
ation (1956), p. 18.
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agriculture and services.^ In IVest Africa, sometimes four or five persons
are working on an amount of land that could be worked on by two persons,
which means that actually two of the four or five persons are fully employed,
and the other two or three represent disguised unemployment. Disguised un¬
employment is usually associated with family employment where the unit of
production and the supply of labor is the family who work on their ovm
account, not for wages. A large number of children in the family provides
not only additional v/orkers but may also be a source of status in the com¬
munity. The disguised unemployment exists because the resources of the
family are too small to keep all working members of the family fully employed
throughout the year and because there exist no alternative opportunities for
redirecting a part of the excess labor supply away into other occupations at
appropriate times.
Lack of Technology
No matter how rich in natural resources the countries of Y/est Africa
may be, the level of resources can never be constant. These resources
increase with progressing technology and they diminish because of exhaustion
and waste. If demand for any resource should increase, so that greater effort
can be applied to its exploitation, then supply also tends to increase be¬
cause v^hat were formerly submarginal reserves have been brought into a
profitable position. Therefore, any appraisal of resources must take into
consideration a given state of technics and a given set of needs and wants.
The extent to which these resources are converted into useful products is a
crucial point upon which the destiny of West Africa's economic growth lies.
^Gerald M. Keier and Robert E. Baldwin, op. cit., p. 282.
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if these resources are exploited by foreign investors for the sole purpose
of benefiting their countries, simply because the Africans lack capital and
technical knowledge, then West Africa shall never achieve rapid economic
growth and social and political independence in the true sense of being in¬
dependent .
Foreign Trade Orientation
All the countries of West Africa without exception depend upon foreign
trade as a means of development. They either borrow or invite foreign in¬
vestment, in any case the motive is to bring about economic growth whereby
the people vri.ll enjoy better living.
Foreign trade will make it possible for the people to acquire more of
the foreign commodities. They will earn wages which in turn give them pur¬
chasing power to buy foreign goods such as salt, clothes, automobiles, and
better housing accommodations. The health conditions are improved because
of the foreign trade accompanying better sanitary facilities such as
hospitals and public health projects vdiich the people purchased out of their
earnings. The foreign Investors also build schools for the children of
their employees, and construct roads around their living quarters and from
the place of extraction or from the plantation to the shipping points.
The foreign trade is also helpful in case of an Improvement in the
international terms of trade. If export prices rise and export proceeds
increase, then the country's import capacity increases. But if this
capacity is dissipated on the importation of consumption goods which do
not replace the domestic production of competitive goods, there is no
increase in investment.
On the other hand, if the additional income from exports is used for
consumer spending on domestic goods, there vri.ll be no rise in investment.
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To be a source of capital formation, the additional import capacity which
results from an improvement in the terms of trade must be channeled into
additional investment. If the increase in export proceeds is to bring
about a corresponding grovrth in the volume of imports of capital goods, it
is necessary to prevent consumption from rising: The increment in income
resulting from the greater value of exports must be saved. To the extent
that this saving does not occur voluntarily, it v/ill have to be extracted
through taxation, exchange control, or other protective measures.^
The countries of West Africa, because they are poor and do not have
capital, rely heavily on their natural resources of one or two commodities
as primary products for exports. This had some bad and good effects on the
economy of these countries. One of these was noted under the heading
"Capital Deficiency," in v/^hich the export of raw materials to foreign
countries and Import of the same products in the form of finished commodities
were associated vri-th high prices.
Another effect is that a depression abroad reduces the demand for these
countries exports, and, being primary products, these exports suffer large
price and value decline. On the other hand, if there is prosperity in the
foreign market, the demand for these products and total export proceeds in¬
creases. According to United Nations study, the cyclical fluctuations in
export proceeds from eighteen major primary commodities exported by poor
countries amounted during 1901-190^ to about thirty-seven per cent on the
whole. Export proceeds fell from one hundred to sixty-three and subsequently
2
rose again to one hundred, during the average cycle of four years* duration.
Another study of fluctuations in the mineral exports of twenty-five poor
^Ibid., p. 3U3»
2
United Nations, Department of Economic Affairsj Non-Ferrous Metals in
Under-Developed Countries (New York, 1952), pp. 93-ii*
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covintries revealed that the average year-to-year fluctuation in export
proceeds was no less than twenty-seven per cent during the period 1928 to
1950.1
The foreign trade orientation is also bad in that the foreign investments
are directed toward the improvement of one or two products to be exported
and leave the domestic markets unimproved. Another aspect of foreign trade
is that the inflca: of foreign capital accompanies foreign-ovmed plantation
and mining enterprises and foreign trading firms. In northern Rhodesia,
Southern Rhodesia, Kenya, and the Belgian Congo, the contribution of non-
indigenous enterprise to the geographical product in these territories is
betv/een ninety per cent and ninety-five per cent, eighty-five per cent and
ninety per cent, eighty per cent and eighty-five per cent, and seventy-five
2
per cent and eighty per cent respectively. In many cases these foreign
enterprises have monopolistic positions, and in some cases even though the
agricultural export goods are produced chiefly by numerous small landholders,
the purchase of these crops is highly concentrated in a small ntanber of
foreign companies. In Nigeria, for example, Nigerian and foreign companies
operate as licensed buying agents of the governmental marketing boards. One
foreign company purchased in 19h9 almost forty-five per cent of all Nigerian
3
non-mineral export. The situation is similar for imports—the same few
firms dominate the import trade. Oligopoly is thus a characteristic of
Nigerian tradej a small number of foreign firms handle a large proportion
^P. T. Bauer, West African Trade (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1955),
pp. 99-101.
^United Nations, Department of Economic Affairs, op. cit., p. l5.
^Ibid., p. 18.
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Desire for High Standard of Living
West Africa, with the help of her progressive leaders, is in transi¬
tion from a subsistence economy to an exchange economy. Almost all the
countries in West Africa have been affected in some v/ay by the march of
economic penetration. The governments of these varied countries in West
Africa realize that it is impossible and unrealistic to give the people
political independence and leave their economic conditions unsolved. The
governments of these countries, therefore, are constantly seeking some v/ays
to improve the economic conditions of the people. Some of the governments
have secured loans and others have encouraged foreign owned capital in their
countries. Whatever method is being used by any one of these countries, the
primary motive is to give inhabitants higher standards of living. The
governments are spending the money obtained from foreign countries to build
roads, schools, hospitals, public health, and communication systems, and also
agricultural projects are built to produce crops on large scale for both
home consumption and for exports. These projects in turn have affected the
economic lives as well as political and social lives of the people. As a
result of these programs, the income of the people has increaded: they live in
better homesj their sanitary conditions have improvedj they are provided vd.th
better educational facilities and enjoy and appreciate decent living. They
live in modern homes and are provided with modern transportation facilities.
Along with these improvements in the standard of living are the problems of
population growth. This problem of higher income v/hich is associated vj^ith
population grovrth is a continuous process which needs to be solved if the
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under-developed countries like Vfest Africa expect to gain higher per capital
real income and expect to become developed countries.
The example of economic growth in West Africa is as follovras Average
incomes for most countries in 195U-1955 ranged from 05O to $60 per capita
per year. It is estimated that sixty-nine per cent of the total cultivated
area is devoted to subsistence production which occupies about sixty per
cent of the male population over fifteen years of age. In 1956 tropical
Africa accounted for only about three and three-tenths per cent of the value
of the free-world imports and three and four-tenths of the free-vrorld exports.^
There is, however, considerable evidence of grovrth. Before the ivar,
the area accounted for only tvio and four-tenths per cent of free-^vorld ex¬
ports, so the 1956 figure represents a forty-two per cent improvement in
this regard. The value of exports increased from about $U29 million in
1938 to $1,709 million in 19U8j $2,550 million in 1951, and over $3,200
million in 1956. Imports increased in value from about $i;29 million in
1938 to about $1;,200 million in 1956, reflecting, vfith allowance for in¬
flated prices, both higher consumption levels and a greatly enlarged invest¬
ment in developmental programs.
Death rates decline because of improvements in public order and better
facilities for the prevention and cure of diseases. All of these are made
possible by more efficient transportation and commimication, the new methods
of agriculture and industry, and general advance in science and education.
The United Nations estimates annual birth rates in Asia and Africa at
forty to forty-five per cent. Death rates are put at twenty-five to thirty
William A, Hance, African Economic Development (New York, 1958), p. 3.
^Ibid., p. 8.
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per cent in Africa and twenty-eight to thirty-two per cent in Asia.^
Because mortality is still very high, population is thought to be growing
o
at something over one per cent a year.
Desire for Political, Economic and Military Independence
The countries of West Africa, utilizing their newly won independent
status, can by purposive policy interferences manage to alter considerably
the direction of the market processes under the impact of v/hich they have
higherto remained backward. The cumulative nature of these processes, which
has pressed them down, holds out, on the other hand, the promise of high
returns from their policy efforts, if they manage to plan them intelligently
and carry them out effectively.
From that point of view, the political independence they have won for
themselves, or are now winning, is their most precious asset. It gives
them freedom to organize their own lives according to their own interest.
Economic nationalism does not need to be preached to the nevfly
liberated West African countries. Nationalism, as vre see it, has an im¬
portant function to fulfill in welding together the masses and inspiring
them to a common purpose and a unified policy, Hov/ever, an economic policy
does not become rational simply because it appeals to national feelings,
still less because it might be damaging to other nations. It is more impor¬
tant to stres this as for natural reasons nationalism, in the underdeveloped
countries like West Africa, contains not only positive urges toward growth
and welfare at home but also much resentment against those richer countries
which have until so recently been using power to hold in check their
^Eugene Staley, op, cit., p, 275*
^Ibid., p. 279.
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national aspirations. It is our firm conviction that real success in the
IVest African countries' nationalist economic policies would bring the vrorld
nearer, and not further away from the stage when an integrated vrorld policy,
based on international solidarity, could be more effectively attempted.
Land reforms were seldom handed dovm by public-spirited
landlords on their own benevolent initiative, but were pressed
upon them by the dissatisfaction of land-hungry peasants. And
today in the advanced countries the present agricultural price
policies have been v^on as the result of the political power
the farmers exert. In the absence of this power, the country¬
side in most of these countries vrould for long periods have
been more poverty-stricken and backward.
Similarly, among nations it is fundamentally a question
of achieving a more equal balance of power. All my observa¬
tions of the functioning of our vreak international organizations
have brought me to the conclusion that the main cause of their
weakness in the present historical stage is international in¬
equality and, more specifically, the exceedingly weak bargaining
power of the under-developed countries which formally constitute
their majorities though in reality they are dominated by the
tiny minority of rich and powerful countries
At present there is almost no practical economic cooperation among the
V/est African covtntries and the basis for fostering it is weak, as the initial
situation is characterized by almost complete absence of economic relations
and often of effective transport facilities. But on the more general poli¬
tical plane there is under vray a developing solidarity among the ’.Vest African
countries whichis bound to become in time one of the great vehicles of
history. These countries have in common the memory of foreign domination
and exploitation, the intense realization of poverty and international in¬
equality, and the ambition of rising to fuller participation in the enjoy¬
ment of the world's opportunities.
Their collective support of all liberation movements in the still
dependent comtries is already a political reality of considerable
^unnar Myrdal, Rich Lands and Poor (New York, 1957), p. 69.
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significance. In their internal policies they are beginning to learn from
each other’s experiences and are not taking all their patterns from the
developed countries. In time practical economic cooperation within this
group also will develop if it is not already in progress. For instance.
President Tubman of Liberia, in addressing the Commission for Technical
Cooperation in Africa South of the Sahara when the international organiza¬
tion met for the first time in Monrovia, said:
The points of compass are directed towards the total liberation
of the peoples of Africa and to their assuriiing the dignity of
political, social and spiritual emancipation and independence
which cannot much longer be delayed in this revolutionary
period of mankind. But even so, cooperation, mutual under¬
standing and great care are necessary and essential in approach¬
ing all questions arising in their convocation and elsewhere.
One of Africa's most pressing needs at this period in
its history is technical cooperation and assistance in almost
every phase of its development. This is particularly true
in the fields of public health and sanitation, transportation
and communication, education and economic self-siifficiency,
as well as in every field of research, sciende and technology.
.... The new Africa is being created by the emergence of
more and more independent nations possessing vast hiiman and
material resources. It cannot, vri.ll not, and must not content
itself to remain under-developed. Africa must be prepared
to make recognized contributions to the scientific and techno¬
logical progress and prosperity of the IVorld Community. Its
voice, clear, distinct and forceful, must be heard in the
scientific and technological councils of the world.
Just as the peoples of Europe, Asia, Australia and the
Americas have long benefited from the wealth of this conti¬
nent so vri.ll the peoples of Africa need to draw upon and
utilize the technical cooperation, economic assistance and
experience of the peoples of the other continents
For until the whole of Africa is linked by first-class roads,
bridges and other means of transportation; until there are
hospitals, clinics, schools and hotels fully equipped and
staffed by trained personnel; until our communications
system spans the entire continent and world, making contacts
easy and speedy; until cheap and modern power is made avail¬
able to attract and encourage more large-scale industrial
activities; until our agricultural products are sufficient
not only for local consumption, but also to reach the world
markets and yield adequate returns; imtil the peoples of our
continent are free and independent to enjoy their inherent rights
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in common with the peoples of other continents, we of tlriis
continent cannot be contented. Neither can vte relax our
efforts
Ab international solidarity grows among the great majority of mankind
which is struggling along in the underdeveloped countries, the minority
in the developed countries will feel compelled to join by careful steps
the majority, which is becoming powerful, in arriving at common policies
2
for common goals. This policy of common goals for mutual benefits in the
fields of economic, political and social endeavor has recently been demon¬
strated by positive actions of the Prime Minister of Ghana, the President
of Guinea, and the President of Liberia at the conference held in Liberia.
In that conference these three leaders of the independent states of West
Africa, jointly agreed and adopted a resolution calling for the establish¬
ment of the "Community of Independent African States." Following are some
of the contents of their joint resolution:
... Resolved to assist, foster and speed up the total liberation
of African non-independent territories whose peoples are
struggling for national independence and self-determination,
social equality and human dignity.
The general policy of the "Community" shall be to build
up a free and prosperous African community for the benefit of
its peoples of the world and in the interest of international
peace and security; This shall be based essentially on the
maintenance of diplomatic, economic and cultural relations,
on the basis of equality and reciprocity vrith all the states
of the world which adopt a position compatible with African
interests and African dignity.
Its main objective will be to help other African terri¬
tories, subjected to domination, with a view to accelerating
the end of their non-independent status ^
The adoption of nationalist policies by the West African countries and
an increase of their bargaining power, as a result of these policies and of
^he Embassy of Liberia, Liberia Today, "Summit at Saniquellie"
(Yfeshington, 19^9), p. 3.
2,-Gunnar Myrdal, op. cit.. p. 71.
^The Embassy of Liberia, op. cit., pp. 8-9.
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increased cooperation between them as a group, are a necessary stage in the
development of more effective ¥forld-wide international cooperation. As the
West African countries become more consolidated, a greater consciousnees of
their grievances will be felt at the same time by the stronger nations,
thereby making a favorable concession to improve their economic conditions.
The national economic policies of the ViTest African countries must, to a
large extent, be directed against those of the Western countries with whom
they have traditionally enjoyed the closest economic relations. For these
relations represented colonial or quasi-colonial dependence which must be
ended. In their efforts to lift the people living there out of apathy and
frustration, caused by centuries of economic and cultural stagnation, and
to mold them into national entities, without which no development is possible,
the political leaders simply have to use appeals to nationalistic feelings.^
The West African countries are weak militarily, financially and com¬
mercially, but in this v/orld today vfhere the struggle for world leadership is
between the West and the East, the 'West African countries can use that
element of real political paver which is their greatest asset and thereby
financially, ccanmercially and militarily become strong enough to be recog¬
nized as a potential world povrer.
In their desire to gain military and political independence, the
countries of V/est Africa must also adopt a national economic development
policy. It will be useful for each of them to have an over-all integrated
national plan. It is the state that must be responsible for both initiating
the over-all plan and seeing that it is carried out. From one point of view,
the plan is a program for the strategy of a national government in applying
^Gunnar Kyrdal, op. cit., p. 83.
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a system of state interferences with the play of the market forces. There¬
by conditioning them in such a vmy as to give an upv/ard push to the social
process.
Because of the various deficiencies in West African countries which
have been pointed out earlier in this study, the government will have to
take over many functions which in most advanced countries in the Western
World are left to private business. However, some of these functions on
the part of the government should be flexible and serve only as a temporary
relief for the economic groiivth. But when the question arises as to where
the line is drawn between public and private responsibility, which is usually
not a question of principle but of practical expediency, the national govern¬
ment is expected to assume by means of the plan and the coordinate system of
state interferences making up the operational part of its responsibility for
the direction of the entire economic development of the countries.
A main purpose of every national development plan is to
proclaim a decision to increase the total of Investment
aimed at raising the productive powers of the country and
to define the means by v;hich this can be done.
The plan must determine this over-all amount and must, in
addition, determine the proportions of the capital to be
allocated in different directions; to increase the over¬
all facilities in transportation and power production; to
constructing nev^ plants and acquiring the machinery for
heavy industries and for light industries of various types;
to raising the level of productivity in agriculture by
long-term investments in irrigation schemes and short-term
investments in tools, machinery and fertilizers; to im¬
proving the levels of health, education and training of the
workipg people, and so on.'^
To be practical and effective, the plan must not only be a general
scheme but must have this adequately worked out in detailed directives by
careful planning of the different sectors. And it must spell out in¬
structions for the specific inducements and controls by vj’hich the
^Ibid., p. 83.
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realization of those directives is to be effected.
The West African countries should learn from the Industrially advanced
countries that national integration toviard greater social mobility and
regional economic equality is conducive to rapid and sustained economic
growth in the country as a v/hole. A main purpose of the plan, therefore,
must be to increase the strength of the overall effects of the development
impulses as among the regions and among occupations. In this respect it
should be noted that some countries in West Africa are up against state in¬
stitutions of social and economic inequality vfhich often cannot easily be
broken. Frequently, the state is itself initially in the hands of social
groups TiThich have an interest in preserving the traditional social chasms.
Government Policy Towards Foreign Capital
The governments of West Africa, realizing that their countries cannot
achieve economic growth compatible to those of other countries of the world
vri-thout foreign capital, are, without exception, encouraging foreign invest¬
ment programs to be established in their respective countries. They are
doing this either by inviting private investors from abroad to invest
capital and grant them favorable concessions or by borrowing long term
loans from foreign governments. As an inducement, a liberal policy is
established, such as tax exemption on profits for the first five or eight
years of operation, and in case of losses from operation, the period may
be extended. Industrial machinery is exempted from the payment of customs
import duty.
However, there is a fear among foreign investors that today nationalism
in these countries is stronger than ever before. They fear that the govern¬
ments of these countries might eventually nationalize their investments.
liO
This we are sure the governments of Vfest Africa yiho are anxious to bring
about industrial development in their respective countries Tri.ll not resort
to, and in the event the need for such action arises, full compensation
must be paid to such a company.
On the other hand, the governments of lYest Africa are expecting the
foreign iravestors to train and employ qualified Africans for managerial,
technical and professional positions, because their income and productive
abilities may then be channeled into the econcxny of the country. The
foreign personnel, on the other hand, spend relatively a small portion of
their income in the countries where they operate, and when their contracts
are expired, their income as well as their expert knowledge contribute very
little to the economic grov'/th of the country. This policy was well stated
by Prime tiinister Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana:
....in formulating its policy the Government has accepted the
fact that it vfill be many years before the Gold Coast will
be in the position to find from its own resources people who
can combine capital v/ith the experience required in the develop¬
ment and management of new industries. It is, therefore,
apparent that the Gold Coast must rely to a large extent on
foreign enterprise and the Government is anxious to give it
every encouragement.
It is appreciated that foreign investors require as¬
surances about the conditions which vdll apply to their
investments.
First, I should like to dravT attention to the importance
which this Government attaches to the adoption and vigorous
implementation of a policy of training African emploj'ees
for eventual employment in senior technical, professional
and management appointments. The Government Tri.shes to see
this policy adopted in both publicly and privately o;TOed
enterprises. It is not proposed at this stage to lay down
precise limits for the numbers or percentages of Africans to
be employed in senior positions as it is fully appreciated
that for many years to come the number of trained staff of
this calibre will be extremely limited and, in any case,
circumstances vary from one industry to another; but it is
this Government's firm intention for future steady increase
in the number of qualified Africans in such appointments.
It should therefore, be understood that the degree of
warmth with which any enterprise is welcomed will be condi¬
tioned by the arrangements proposed for the employment.
Ul
training, and promotion of Africans. The Government
appreciates, however, that in industry the criterion
must be that of industrial efficiency. It will deal
with this question on a sound common-sense basis.^
With this important objective in mind, we are sure that no private
management will question the wisdom or rightness of this policy.
^Statement on capital investment made by Prime Minister Kwame Kkrumah
in the Gold Coast Legislative Assembly on the First March, 195U.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Throughout this study we have tried to reveal those basic social,
economic problems which the countries of West Africa have
in common. We have attempted to point out the common obstacles con¬
fronting these countries in their effort to achieve economic growth and
the vays and means they have applied to solve these problems. We have
brought out some of the reasons why the countries of West Africa, like
any other underdeveloped country, found it difficult to achieve in¬
dustrial growth. The following are among the major obstacles which the
West African countries must solve very successfully before they can
achieve economic growth:
1. Social and political structure.—The idea that some supernatural
phenomenon dwells in the land which renders it undesirable of cultivation
is nonsense and retards economic progress. The Africans consider land
much the same way as people think of sunshine and air. It has no price
and is not for sale. This general ownership concept of land does not give
an individual a sense of ownership and therefore lacks the incentive to
aggressively put the land into its best economic uses. The Africans be¬
lieve in the worship of ancestors. They believe that the dead man never
lost his ties with the living and that failure to act in accordance with
his Instructions can only reap evil. They also believe in distant rela¬
tives who in many cases dwell under one roof, supported by one person
while the rest, sitting around, do nothing.
2, Transportation and communication.—Inadequate transportation and
communication system is among the major handicaps to economic development
in West Africa. It restricts movement of people from coming in contact
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with one another and also makes it impossible for the distribution of
farm products to all areas. Lack of transportation and communication
gives rise to lack of information as to the Job availabilities in other
areas.
Natural resources.—«»The Vest African countries have huge natural
resources, but their development is not in the best interest of the people.
The raw material has been exported to the Western World by the foreign
owners of capital, leaving the African countries and their people to
remain in poverty. The development of raw materials in Africa means
foreign ownership and management.
4« Lack of capital.—The Africans lack production skill and efficient
labor and savings which are essential elements in acquisition of capital.
Where men labor with skill and efficiency, they produce more wealth in a
given time than do the same number of unskilled men, and they profit more
by sharing in the extra wealth they have produced. Wage-earners get
higher wages; and fsirmers, higher annual incomes. Men who have saved capi¬
tal by consuming less than they have earned can make available in the form
of money the unconsumed wealth of which they are the owners. This can be
used to create new weadth by providing labor with wages before the manu¬
factured products can be sold. The West African countries have land and
labor, but little wealth is being produced because they lack skilled labor
and capital. It is essential that we realize that no people aiming at
true independence can attain it while dissociating their right to a higher
standard of living from the corresponding duty of producing the wealth
that alone can make it possible.
5. Market imperfection.—Lack of knowledge of market conditions
which restrict movements of workers from one industry to another, lack of
u
competitive industries in which labor can sell its productive power are
among the handicaps to economic development. In other words, such factors
as immobility, price rigidity, ignorance of market conditions, rigid
social structm*e, and lack of specialization have acted as frictions and
impediments, preventing the achievement of an optimum allocation of
resources.
Lack of technology.—Even though the coxuitries of West Africa
have potential economic growth, because of large natural resources, their
chances of developing these resources to lead them to the sound economic
security are very poor. They lack technology and technological know-how;
therefore, the development of these resources at present is not beneficial
to the people. The extent to which these resources are converted into
useful products is a crucial point upon which the destiny of West Africa
economic growth depends. .
7. Foreign trade orientation.—The countries of West Africa in one
form or another receive economic aid from foreign coimtries either in the
form of loans or of invited-foreign investments as a means of developnent.
Because they lack capital, managerial ability and skilled labor, they rely
on foreigners to develop their natvtral resources and thereby acquire more
of the foreign commodities. They earn wages which in turn give them pur¬
chasing power to buy foreign goods. We have already noted the disadvan¬
tages resiilting from these practices.
As a result of our findings relative to such practices, methods,
conditions, which acted as frictions and impediments obstructing the
achievements of economic growth in West Africa, we recommend and conclude
in the following manner:
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1. Technological skill.—The acquisition of technologiceJ. knowledge
and skilled labor is Indespenslble in the achievement of economic growth.
The West African countries will therefore do well to direct all their
efforts in developing technology, managerial ability, and skilled labor.
The achievement of this stage will bring about the development of their
natural resources in the best interest of their people.
2. Domestic investments and savings.—Ho matter how much capital the
governments of West African states can obtain from foreign governments
and investors, it will serve only as assistance, but the read economic
security will come from Africans* appreciation of savings and investment.
The governments must encourage and aid private investment programs and
educate the people to save. They must sponsor major investment programs
and control such industries which tie in with public interest. They must
pjrotect and aid new private business which proves itself efficient from
foreign competition.
3. Foreign capital.—In addition to their domestic investment pro¬
grams, the governments must cooperate with foreign investors by encouraging
them to invest capital in their countries and seek foreign aids as supple¬
ment to their own programs. They must seek such aids that are economically
sound and at the same time must be certain that such aids will not at any
time jeopardize their political freedom. They must seek and get such
aids indiscriminately, that is, from any country which offers it on the
basis of equality and sound economic ground.
4. Education and health program.—No county can enjoy true industri¬
alization and economic growth without first providing its citizens with
adequate educational opportunities and sufficient health facilities to
bring about healthy Individual citizens. The governments should sponsor
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both of these programs. They should enact into law such legislation that
will assure or make it possible for every child to get high school edu¬
cation.
5. Transportation and communication system.—The inadequacy of
transportation and communication system is probably the greatest single
barrier to development. The governments of West African countries must
undertake public utility projects such as power facilities, water supplies,
roads, railways, ports and telecommunication as an essential step to
economic development which will constitute a major part of the development
program. The governments must adopt a basic national plan for highway
development and maintenance for the expemsion of domestic airlines to
serve Isolated areas, and for the establishment of a non-political public
utilities commission to regulate rate and services for all forms of trans¬
portation.
6. Mixed economy.—In a private system of economy, marginal private
net product often runs counter to marginal social profit. This may lead
to a conflict between social gain and private gain. This conflict is a
sufficient warrant to invite state control of the economy. An elastic
and well weighed balance of power between public and private Interests
is the aim of the mixed economy. It is thus an economy of flexible
balance between monopoly and freedom, regimentation and Lalssez Faire.
A mixed economy eilso acknowledges the fact that...the basic relationship
exists between public and private sectors is therefore not of mutual
exclusiveness but of interdependence.^ An Important relationship exists
between socialism and mixed economy. To the extent that nationalization,
^United Asia-International Magazine of Afro-Aslan Affairs (Bombay,
1958), pp. 68-69.
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or creation and ownership of new industries by the nation goes, the mixed
economy has a measurable content of socialism. The element of social
justice and the cooperative method of working constitute other segments of
socialism.
On the other hand, the mixed economy is not completely divorced from
capitalism. The existence of a fairly substantial free enterprise within
the framework of a mixed economy leaves room for individual freedom and
initiative in the economic field. The right to discuss and criticize
government policy and possibly introduce reforms through constitutional
means is respected in the mixed economy system. The right to sell freely
one's labor will still be determined by the labor market.
We, therefore, conclude that in their determination to give their
people high standards of living and economic growth, the countries of West
Africa should adopt a mixed economy as a plan and as an economic system.
We also believe that social, political and economic systems are Interwoven
and, therefore, a change in one must accompany a change in all.
The problem of balanced growth can be viewed not only in terms of
economic growth, but in terms of a balance between economic, social and
political development. In our view the development must aim at a change
in social and economic structure tending to create a society where each
people will have the necessary conditions to fulfill its material,
cultural and spiritual needs. In order to achieve this goal, the process
of development must aim at changing the social structure and creating the
political infra-structure as well as tending to develop the productive
capacity of the country. The West African countries, in order to achieve
economic growth and political Independence successfully, must seek to
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